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Full-blown process excursions that affect every wafer
are comparatively easy for fabs to detect and fix.
However, “onesie-twosie,” lower-volume excursions can
go unresolved for months or even years. Some process
engineers call them "slow moving excursions.” And
over time, those low-volume defects can add up to
significant yield losses.

Ignoring a problem

Some intermittent process excursions are ignored
because they do not seem important enough to spend
time on, like a faucet that occasionally drips. But more
often, it is because the fab simply does not have
enough data to investigate them. That's because, for
time and economic reasons, most fabs do not perform
comprehensive in-line wafer inspection; and
consequently, they have to rely much more heavily on
end-of-line inspections.

In-line, a fab may only do partial-wafer sample inspection on a few wafers from a lot, and
only at selected process steps. Unfortunately, such a low level of in-line sampling simply
does not see a huge percentage of wafer real estate in the overall process, so it misses
most of the intermittent process problems that occur. And if caught earlier, many of those
intermittent problems could have been corrected earlier, to increase profitability.

100% in-line inspection is now viable
with newer high-speed tools

The advent of next-generation macro defect inspection systems
has now changed everything. These new tools are fast enough
and economical enough to do macro inspection on 100% of the
wafers in every lot at many more process steps.

It has been demonstrated that by applying 100% macro defect inspection inline to all
wafers in the lot and at many critical process levels enables a fab to catch many more
low-level defects. And catching them sooner enables fabs to do more rework and minimize
scrapped wafers. It also allows fabs to diagnose problem causes much more accurately,
to realize net yield and profit benefits.

Here are two actual examples of the benefits of 100% inline macro defect inspection...

A case of intermittent EBR overspray

In this example, in-line
macro inspection spotted
an infrequently repeating
defect that resembled a
scratch (see Figure 1).

This led to microscopic
inspection, which revealed
that!the defect was
actually an EBR drip (see
Figure 2).

However, the problem
frequency was low (see
Table 1).

Figure 1. Macro inspection
detected this image

Figure 2. Microscopic view
revealed an EBR drip

The macro-inspection data was
used to generate a jeopardy list of
affected lots; however, a
commonality analysis showed that
many different tools and levels
could potentially be involved.

Fortunately, the
macro inspection
platform was
also able to track
the slot position
of each wafer at
each processing
step (see Figure
3), and this
provided the
most important
clue – revealing
that the majority
of affected
wafers were in
slot #18.

Figure 3. Slot position analysis showed that the problem repeatedly
affected the wafer in slot #18.

Root cause identified!

Upon further analysis, it was
learned that an enhanced
bowl wash had been
recently implemented to
clean the photoresist after
each lot in an attempt to
extend the time between cup
changes.

Even after a lot had completed resist coating, wafers were still being processed in the
workcell (expose and develop); and periodically one of the wafers on the robot arm would
travel from slot #18 and pass by the “overspray” from the bowl wash – and a small droplet
of PGMEA would fall on the wafer surface.

Without the abundance of data provided by 100% in-line wafer defect sampling it would
have been extremely difficult to determine the root cause of this unique problem.

A mysterious laser scribe defect

In this case, a defect was
repeatedly being seen
adjacent to the laser scribe
(see Figure 4).

Initially, the problem was
thought to be happening in the
back end, and corrective
actions were being considered
there (adding dummy shots
prior to CMP).

Figure 4. Repeating defect seen near laser scribe

However, a review of the
in-line macro inspection
images revealed that the
defect was actually present
much earlier in the process
(see Figure 5), so the
proposed back-end actions
would not have corrected the
problem.

The macro inspection tool
specifically identified 1,249
wafers in 74 lots, and it was
estimated that a total of
between three and six
thousand wafers were
impacted, with a yield loss of
0.28% on each wafer.
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only at selected process steps. Unfortunately, such a low level of in-line sampling simply
does not see a huge percentage of wafer real estate in the overall process, so it misses
most of the intermittent process problems that occur. And if caught earlier, many of those
intermittent problems could have been corrected earlier, to increase profitability.
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has now changed everything. These new tools are fast enough
and economical enough to do macro inspection on 100% of the
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wafers in the lot and at many critical process levels enables a fab to catch many more
low-level defects. And catching them sooner enables fabs to do more rework and minimize
scrapped wafers. It also allows fabs to diagnose problem causes much more accurately,
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actually an EBR drip (see
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clean the photoresist after
each lot in an attempt to
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changes.

Even after a lot had completed resist coating, wafers were still being processed in the
workcell (expose and develop); and periodically one of the wafers on the robot arm would
travel from slot #18 and pass by the “overspray” from the bowl wash – and a small droplet
of PGMEA would fall on the wafer surface.
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have been extremely difficult to determine the root cause of this unique problem.
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images revealed that the
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proposed back-end actions
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most of the intermittent process problems that occur. And if caught earlier, many of those
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It has been demonstrated that by applying 100% macro defect inspection inline to all
wafers in the lot and at many critical process levels enables a fab to catch many more
low-level defects. And catching them sooner enables fabs to do more rework and minimize
scrapped wafers. It also allows fabs to diagnose problem causes much more accurately,
to realize net yield and profit benefits.

Here are two actual examples of the benefits of 100% inline macro defect inspection...

A case of intermittent EBR overspray
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defect that resembled a
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that!the defect was
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could potentially be involved.
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the slot position
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3), and this
provided the
most important
clue – revealing
that the majority
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wafers were in
slot #18.
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Upon further analysis, it was
learned that an enhanced
bowl wash had been
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clean the photoresist after
each lot in an attempt to
extend the time between cup
changes.

Even after a lot had completed resist coating, wafers were still being processed in the
workcell (expose and develop); and periodically one of the wafers on the robot arm would
travel from slot #18 and pass by the “overspray” from the bowl wash – and a small droplet
of PGMEA would fall on the wafer surface.

Without the abundance of data provided by 100% in-line wafer defect sampling it would
have been extremely difficult to determine the root cause of this unique problem.

A mysterious laser scribe defect

In this case, a defect was
repeatedly being seen
adjacent to the laser scribe
(see Figure 4).

Initially, the problem was
thought to be happening in the
back end, and corrective
actions were being considered
there (adding dummy shots
prior to CMP).
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However, a review of the
in-line macro inspection
images revealed that the
defect was actually present
much earlier in the process
(see Figure 5), so the
proposed back-end actions
would not have corrected the
problem.

The macro inspection tool
specifically identified 1,249
wafers in 74 lots, and it was
estimated that a total of
between three and six
thousand wafers were
impacted, with a yield loss of
0.28% on each wafer.
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Figure 5. Problem in the same area seen in earlier
process steps

Commonality analysis of the in-line inspection data was further able to pinpoint the source
of the problem: a specific laser scribe tool with an incorrect scribe depth after a PM. The
offending scriber was properly adjusted and the problem ceased.

Once again, the comprehensive database built by 100% in-line macro defect inspection
enabled the fab to zero in on the actual problem, which otherwise might have remained
undiscovered much longer.

More data makes a good fab's performance better

Identifying these types of low-level excursions early on – using the new generation of
high-speed macro defect inspection systems like the EagleView from Microtronic – can be
particularly helpful to fabs with yields above 80% or 90% who often find it difficult to
achieve incremental improvements. Eliminating intermittent in-line defects which
previously had been entirely missed can be an effective way to improve a high-performing
fab’s numbers.

Specializing in semiconductor macro defect inspection

For over 20 years!Microtronic!has been working to optimize semiconductor wafer macro
defect inspection — to enhance yields and reliability. If you have questions in any of these
areas, just click the left button below. Or email us at info@microtronic.com.

To see our previous Macro Intelligence tech bulletins, click here. And if you'd like to
suggest a topic for a future bulletin, please let us know about it!
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Why "good" die sometimes go bad

Final electrical test remains one of the best
ways to assess a circuit's ultimate viability.
But we know, unfortunately, that even
100% end-of-line electrical testing of
semiconductor wafers will not guarantee
that chips will not fail in the field. Certain
non-killer but marginal wafer defects can
still slip through electrical testing if they
have sufficient electrical connectivity, even
though it may be less than optimal. And
over the longer term, chips like these can
become reliability “time-bombs.” In the end
products, repeated thermal and electrical
overstress can cause electromigration and
push such circuits into failure.

Fortunately, there’s another tool that can
catch many of these latent defects. It's a
way that can provide additional defect
information, earlier in the process — using
high-speed in-line macro defect inspection.

Good die may not all be equally good

Image 1 below is an in-line semiconductor macro wafer inspection picture showing a
common surface scratch – in a “Z” shape – on a wafer. Now compare that with Image 2,
which shows the final electrical test result for the same wafer. You will notice that not all
the die within the Z area failed. The electrical test seems to indicate that there are still a
number of “good” (green) die within the Z pattern — even though we might reasonably
suspect that additional die within that area could actually have been adversely affected by
the scratch.

In Images 3 and 4 to the right we can
see another example:

Image 3, from in-line semiconductor macro
wafer inspection, clearly reveals a problem
of inadequate photoresist coverage at the
edge of the wafer. However, final electrical
testing of the same wafer, shown in Image
4, again reports fewer failed (non-green)
die than might have been expected, given
the extent of the photoresist issue.

So, as before, we might well suspect that
at least some of those “good” die at the
periphery of the failed areas may actually
be compromised, at least to some degree.

More complete wafer defect information = improved yields and better inspections

Those are just two of the many "gray area" scenarios that allow marginal devices to get
past electrical test and into customers' hands. In the examples shown above, final
electrical testing did not have the benefit of the earlier macro wafer inspection information.
Fortunately, however, today's ultra high-speed automated macro defect wafer inspection
systems can automatically provide a wealth of additional defect data – to inform and
improve every subsequent processing step and inspection. We'll talk more about that in a
forthcoming issue of Macro Intelligence. 

Macro defect inspection expertise

For over 20 years Microtronic has focused on semiconductor wafer macro defect
inspection — optimizing it to improve yields and reliability. If you have questions in any of
these areas, please let us know by clicking the left button below. Or you can email us at
info@microtronic.com. Or call: (877) 642-7687.

Also, if you haven't already, click the right button below to make sure you don't miss a
single one of these Macro Intelligence tech bulletins. And if you'd like to suggest a future
macro defect inspection topic, please email us about it!
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Specializing in semiconductor macro defect inspection

For more than two decades Microtronic has been working to optimize semiconductor 
wafer macro defect inspection to enhance yields and reliability. If you have questions in 
any of these areas, please just call us at (508) 627-8951 or email info@microtronic.com.

To see additional Macro Intelligence tech bulletins, please go to https://www.microtronic.
com/macro-intelligence-technical-bulletins/. And if you’d like to suggest a topic for a  
future bulletin, be sure to let us know.

Microtronic, 171 Brady Avenue, Hawthorne, NY 10532  •  Microtronic.com
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Final electrical test remains one of the best
ways to assess a circuit's ultimate viability.
But we know, unfortunately, that even
100% end-of-line electrical testing of
semiconductor wafers will not guarantee
that chips will not fail in the field. Certain
non-killer but marginal wafer defects can
still slip through electrical testing if they
have sufficient electrical connectivity, even
though it may be less than optimal. And
over the longer term, chips like these can
become reliability “time-bombs.” In the end
products, repeated thermal and electrical
overstress can cause electromigration and
push such circuits into failure.

Fortunately, there’s another tool that can
catch many of these latent defects. It's a
way that can provide additional defect
information, earlier in the process — using
high-speed in-line macro defect inspection.

Good die may not all be equally good

Image 1 below is an in-line semiconductor macro wafer inspection picture showing a
common surface scratch – in a “Z” shape – on a wafer. Now compare that with Image 2,
which shows the final electrical test result for the same wafer. You will notice that not all
the die within the Z area failed. The electrical test seems to indicate that there are still a
number of “good” (green) die within the Z pattern — even though we might reasonably
suspect that additional die within that area could actually have been adversely affected by
the scratch.

In Images 3 and 4 to the right we can
see another example:

Image 3, from in-line semiconductor macro
wafer inspection, clearly reveals a problem
of inadequate photoresist coverage at the
edge of the wafer. However, final electrical
testing of the same wafer, shown in Image
4, again reports fewer failed (non-green)
die than might have been expected, given
the extent of the photoresist issue.

So, as before, we might well suspect that
at least some of those “good” die at the
periphery of the failed areas may actually
be compromised, at least to some degree.

More complete wafer defect information = improved yields and better inspections

Those are just two of the many "gray area" scenarios that allow marginal devices to get
past electrical test and into customers' hands. In the examples shown above, final
electrical testing did not have the benefit of the earlier macro wafer inspection information.
Fortunately, however, today's ultra high-speed automated macro defect wafer inspection
systems can automatically provide a wealth of additional defect data – to inform and
improve every subsequent processing step and inspection. We'll talk more about that in a
forthcoming issue of Macro Intelligence. 

Macro defect inspection expertise

For over 20 years Microtronic has focused on semiconductor wafer macro defect
inspection — optimizing it to improve yields and reliability. If you have questions in any of
these areas, please let us know by clicking the left button below. Or you can email us at
info@microtronic.com. Or call: (877) 642-7687.

Also, if you haven't already, click the right button below to make sure you don't miss a
single one of these Macro Intelligence tech bulletins. And if you'd like to suggest a future
macro defect inspection topic, please email us about it!
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Specializing in semiconductor macro defect inspection

For more than two decades Microtronic has been working to optimize semiconductor 
wafer macro defect inspection to enhance yields and reliability. If you have questions in 
any of these areas, please just call us at (508) 627-8951 or email info@microtronic.com.

To see additional Macro Intelligence tech bulletins, please go to https://www.microtronic.
com/macro-intelligence-technical-bulletins/. And if you’d like to suggest a topic for a  
future bulletin, be sure to let us know.

Microtronic, 171 Brady Avenue, Hawthorne, NY 10532  •  Microtronic.com
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